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Instructions to Candidates 


o Answer all . questions. 
o Write only on this paper. 
o Do not spend too much time on anyone question only. 
o Good English and orderlypresentation are important. 



1a) Draw a circle round four dangers that you can see in the following picture: 

1b) Write down two safety rules for two dangers in the picture: 

6 marks \ 

2. What is the reading on the following measuring instruments? 
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9I f r I em. ' 
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3 marks 
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3a) Sort the following into living and non-living things: 

Tiller, river, sun, coral, wind, door, tree, giraffe, umbrella, crocodile, man, fish 

Living Things Non-Jiving Things 

. 
,6ma 

3b) I Sort the following animals into vertebrates and invertebrates. 

~ ""I . 

I, octo/lllS~ dolphinJf
starfish fish ~ caterpillar 

~-:a.:.::-l6wI!I ~~""._. ~y 

"' . # ;' . . « eagle~~:~.. ~ 
Uzard jellyfish 

{fbg snail 
elephant 

Vertebrates Invertebrates 
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i 
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12 marks 
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4) The following pictures show animals from the 5 vertebrate groups. 

~6:

)nr 


deer, 
... . I 	 snake

• 

frog 

mullet 

woOdpecker 

Use the following words tl) complete the sentences below~ 

milk, cat, reptile, fur, fins, frog, eggs, water, robin, borse. bird, lizard, 


mammal, skin. scales. alive, salamander, tuna, feathers 


a) 	 The deer in th.e picture is an example of a • Its body is: covered 

with . Babv deer are born and are given _____ 


to drink. Other examples are and sheep, 
r 

b) 	 The snake is an example of a, . Its body is covered in dry 

_____,. Two other examples are tortoise and _____' 


c) 	 The in the picture isan example of an amphibian: Amphibians 

have' a soft, wet . They lay the!.r eggs in .Two other 

examples are and newt. 


d) 	 The woodpecker in the picture is an exampl.e of a , Its body is 

covered with . Baby woodpeckers hateR from . Two 

other examples are . and chicken. 


e) 	 Fish are covered in scales and have . Two examptes are 
_____ and salmon. 19 marks 

I 
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Sa) Mention 2 forms of energy that are in the picturei' 

b) Write down 2 fuels that can be used to make this firei' 

i) _______ ii) _______ 

c (i) What fuel can be used in this machine i' 

(ii) Write down a disadvantage of using this fuel. 

d) Write the main form of energy that the following pictures show. 
I J!'~~_ 

f'> fI . ~:
II1II . 

Wma 

Loudspeaker . Food Ice skater '-flame 

(e) The table below lists some different sources of energy. 

Tick (II') in a box in column 1 or 2 if the type of energy is renewable or non

renewable 

Sourceofenergy. ,. Column 1 
renewable 

Column:! 
. Non-renewable 

(i) solar , 

(ii) wind 

(iii) coal 
(Iv) oil 

Write down 2 ways in which you can help save energy in your school. 

6 marks i 

4 



6) Use the given key words to label the two cells. 


Cell wall, cell membrane, chloroplasts, cytoplasm, nucleus, vacuole 


" . 
, . 

• 

1 I ~ 

6 marks \ 

7) Fill in the table with the following words to explain their meaning: 


Poisonous, flammable, explosive, harmful, corrosive" 


'" " 

ISign Meaning of sign 
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8) Nicholas and John carried out a survey to find the ages of the boys in their football 

club. The following bar-chart shows the results. 

Age{years) ~ 

a) How many boys are aged 11? 

no 10 

9 
of 

8 

Boys 7 

I 6 

5 

4 

3 ~ 
2 · 

0 

10 II 12 13 14 

b) How old is the youngest person? 

c) What is the most common age group? 

d) How many boys are there in the football club altogether? 

4marks : 

9) The following are the 7 life processes: 

Grow, breathe, excrete, reproduce, sense, move, feed 

Match the above words with the following meanings. 

a) To take in oxygen 

b) To take in food 

c) To make more ofthe same kind 

d) To remove waste 

e) To increase "jn size 

f) To go from place to place 
. 7 marks J 

g) To react to changes in the environment

6 




10) Machines change energy from one form into a different form. Fill in the blanks in 

each of the following diagrams to show the energy changes taking place. 
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11) The picture shows four invertebrates found in a wood. Use the following key to 

identify them. 

Animals 
Spider 

~. 
Earthworm~ 

_ ~. A " ..... . SnaU~ 

fly. f' " . : : ~" : ~ ~ . \. . 

invertebrates 

r -I 
no legs legs 

. shell no shell 6 legs . SJegs 

\A _____ B____ c ____ D____ 4 marks \ 
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